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February 12, 2017, 6th Sunday after Epiphany 

Click here to view the readings. 

Focus: Jesus’s gift at the altar reconciles us. 

From time to time, I get asked about different parts of the service.  There are parts of it that don’t 

make sense before you get to know them.  One of the strangest parts, I think, is the passing of the 

peace.  So often this seems like an intermission or a time to say hello.  Really that’s not what it’s 

for.  It’s part of the communion service.   

Our biblical instructions for the passing of the peace come from today’s Gospel lesson: Part 3 of 

Jesus’s Sermon on the Mount.  Jesus says , “So when you are offering your gift at the altar, if you 

remember that your brother or sister has something against you, leave your gift there before the 

altar and go; first be reconciled to your brother or sister, and then come and offer your gift.”  So 

that’s why we extend a hand or a hug and say, “Peace be with you,” immediately before we pass 

the offering plate.  Not because we need a break.  Not because we want everyone to be in a 

chipper mood before we ask for their money.  But because hatred and division have no place in 

the gift that we give to God.  And because in a few minutes, we will all be joining each other at 

the communion rail in front of his altar.  So the “Peace of the Lord be with you always…”  (And 

also with you.) 

But it’s not always that easy, is it?  I would love to say that when we exchange that peace, all of 

our problems go away.  No one has an argument with me or with each other.  We are all of one 

mind, and, as St. Paul said a few weeks ago, no quarrelling, no arguments, no division of any 

kind.   

But often we find that the standard we are called to live to in Scripture and the way we actually 

live have little to do with each other.  That’s what makes Jesus’s words from today so tough.  

Because my guess is that the Sermon on the Mount was not Jesus’s most popular sermon.  If you 

take Jesus seriously, and I do, you should feel on-edge right now. 

Let’s go down the list.  

--If you’ve ever been angry with someone, you’re liable to judgment. 

--If you’ve ever called someone a fool (and boy have I called people worse than that), you’re 

liable to hellfire 

--If you’ve ever looked at a woman with lust, and ladies, let’s be good feminists and flip this, if 

you’ve ever looked at a man with lust, you’ve committed adultery in your heart. 

--If you divorce someone, you’ve caused them to commit adultery.  

--If you marry a divorced person, you’ve committed adultery. 

--And if you say, “I swear to God!”, swear on a Bible, or say anything more than yes and no, that 

comes from the devil.   

Some of these sound silly to us.  Who cares if you swear an oath if you’re telling the truth?  Who 

cares if you call a politician or a bad driver a fool if it’s accurate?  Who cares if you enjoy the 

physique of the woman in the beer commercial?   

http://lectionary.library.vanderbilt.edu/texts.php?id=18
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Perhaps the divorce issue has a little more resonance.  Jesus’s words on divorce carry impressive 

moral and emotional freight today in a society where the divorce rate is just slightly south of 

50%.  Christians often can’t agree on what to make of divorce.  In the Roman Catholic church, 

among others, people who divorce and remarry are ineligible for communion—based on Jesus’s 

words in this passage and in others like it.   

In other churches, such as ours, it’s different—so that when Nikki and I first started talking about 

this text Tuesday morning, she immediately jumped to this section and asked, “What about 

spousal abuse?  What about violence or emotional bullying?”  When we went to text study with 

other Lutheran pastors later that morning, this part was also the first part that they wanted to 

discuss, too.   

And it’s understandable.  I think that these are questions that we should ask before we as a 

church make blanket policies.  Jesus’s words here about divorce are hard.  They are 

countercultural.  They don’t seem to leave much wiggle room. 

But then, that is the case with all of the topics Jesus addresses today.  If we as a society are 

obsessed with zeroing in on issues of sexuality: divorce, same-sex marriage, standards of what’s 

considered “decency” when one dresses, sex outside of marriage, it’s not because of Jesus.  

Don’t get me wrong.  He is very concerned about all of these issues, and a Christian voice should 

be brought to all of them.  But he is also concerned about those other things that we don’t seem 

to take so seriously.  He is concerned about when you get angry at someone.  He is concerned 

about you insulting someone.  He is concerned that your yes be yes and your no be no. 

In fact, he’s not just concerned.  Jesus says that the results of all these things are judgment and 

damnation.  One might ask why we as a society tend to zoom in on divorce out of all the things 

that he says here.  Is it because it’s easier?  Is it because we can be terrible Christians in every 

other way, but as long as you’re not divorced, we feel like we’re one up on others?  Is it because 

the other sins are somehow less accountable because they’re less public?  Is it because of some 

sort of fixation with our neighbors’ sexuality?  We might ask ourselves those questions.  But this 

passage really isn’t about us.  It’s about Jesus.  So why is he concerned about these things?  Why 

does Jesus say these things are worthy of judgment and hell? 

Well, look at the world.  Maybe it’s just me, but it seems like everyone is angry at each other all 

the time these days.  Whether that’s at the national level, whether it’s the situation with the 

schools locally, or God forbid, if we’re honest, sometimes even in our congregation, and in our 

homes.  We call each other fools and far worse, and we hurt each other.  We don’t practice those 

8th commandment skills of “interpreting everything our neighbor does in the best possible 

light”—far from it.  We may think it doesn’t matter whether we swear an oath when something 

seems really important, like in a courtroom or when we need someone to trust us, but what does 

that say about our other words that we’re not willing to swear to?  Stepping into a world where 

truth hinges on the questions of the definition of “what is is” and “alternative facts” didn’t 

happen overnight.  It’s a result of a world where our words are used for our own benefit rather 

than for truth-telling.  The long-term result of this is we really can’t talk to each other in a 

meaningful way if we can’t trust each other.  Lust matters because we are detaching the physical 

gift of sexual desire from the spiritual gift of love for one another.  When that happens we live in 

a world where sex is marketed, bought, and sold, where our colleges and universities all too 

often become microcosms in rape culture, and where young girls grow up being told that they 

have to look a certain way to have value.  We have taken the greatest gift God has given us on 
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this earth: love, and abused, exploited, and repackaged it as a demonic shell of its self.  And yes, 

divorce.  Understanding that every situation is complicated and that we really can never know 

the background, I think we can say that divorce is an issue that causes manifold separations: 

from wives and husbands, to families, to friends, all the way up to churches that divide into sides 

one thinking the other’s godless and the other thinking the other side is judgmental and 

pharisaical because of how they approach Jesus’s words on divorce today. 

Anger, deceit, a loss of love.  I don’t think Jesus talks about these in today’s passage because he 

wants to judge or condemn anyone.  I think it’s because he sees the hurt it causes us.  He sees the 

separation that anger, deceit, and loss of love cause us.  And he says, “in the kingdom of heaven, 

it’s not like that.  In the kingdom of heaven, these things have no place.”  In the kingdom of 

heaven, we love each other as brothers and sisters: not angering each other, but building each 

other up; not lying to each other, but telling the truth; not using each other, but discovering our 

bodies’ and souls’ deepest joys in the deepest joy of the other.  In the kingdom of heaven, we do 

not separate from each other, but we are reconciled to each other. 

That’s Jesus’s call from today.  Be reconciled to each other.  Not sometime down the road but 

before you even go to the altar.  Not in a mere handshake or “good morning,” but to love each 

other on the deepest, truest, and most selfless level possible.  That’s what it looks like to live as 

baptized brothers and sisters in Christ.  That’s what it looks like when we are a shining city on a 

hill to the world.  When we call out to the world with so much hurt, brokenness, and separation, 

and say: there is another way, that will get people’s attention.  I think whether most folks can 

articulate it or not, people in the world really are longing for another way of living past the muck 

that we’re in.  And there is another way that Jesus speaks of today.  A way of reconciliation to 

each other.   

Jesus doesn’t just speak of that vision of reconciliation; he died for it.  Jesus Christ has already 

himself gone to the altar.  He has gone to the altar as the lamb of God who was slaughtered for 

all of us.  And in his death, he leaves us at the altar the greatest gift:  

Reconciliation to God.  God no longer counts our anger or our deceit or our lovelessness or our 

separation against us.  We can’t be separate because in baptism we have been united to his Son.  

Even the cross was not able to separate Jesus from God.  Even as he cried, “My God, my God, 

why have you forsaken me?” he trusted that God would raise him up 3 days later.  And reconcile 

the powers of death, judgment, and hell with life, forgiveness, and the kingdom of heaven won 

by his Son for us and for all people.   

That is what happened when Jesus went to the altar of the cross.  And in a few minutes, we will 

be called to his altar once again.  Not on a hill outside Jerusalem 2000 years ago, but here and 

now, among us, even in the midst of a world where reconciliation seems so far away.  At his 

altar, we come as we are.  Not as already-perfected saints, but as sinners.  Sinners, each of us 

whom Christ died for, that we might live for him and for one another.  No longer separated by 

sin, but reconciled to him and to each another by the great gift of his love.  May that peace of the 

Lord be with you all now and always.  Amen.          

    


